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Jenny Colacicco
1. Tell us a little about yourself.
I currently live in Westchester, NY with my husband and daughter who is
five. I work for a bank in cyber risk, usually in NYC, but right now I’m working
from home until we return to the office. It’s quite a hectic job, especially
now spending all day on Zoom and Skype (and all the cyber events in the
news!), but I love the work and am coming up on 22 years doing it in various
forms throughout my working life. Having my daughter was life changing,
and really made me appreciate my life balance - I love it when she stamps
with me! I moved to NY in 2010 from England where I am originally from (I
lived in and around Yorkshire including Leeds, Halifax, and Sheffield, as well
as the south in Plymouth) - it was originally only supposed to be for 2 years,
but life happens!! I met a wonderful Noo-Yawker and the rest is history.
2. What is your crafting story?
I’ve crafted in some form or another probably most of my life. One of my
favorite things to do when I was a child was to go to paper shops and
choose pretty colored sheets of paper to spend my pocket money on - it
was too nice to use, though! On one trip, the shop had little wooden block
stamps by a British company (I don’t think they’re around any more - this
was probably early 90s), and I collected several of them, got some ink and
embossing powder, and basically that was my first foray into stamping. I
didn’t keep on doing it originally, though - back then, I was always trying the
latest crafty thing. There wasn’t Internet in my house back then, but I’d see
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new things on TV or in shops and try them all out - clay modeling,
jewelry making, cross stitch, encaustic (wax) art, and parchment
craft. In the late 90s, university and work started, and crafting took
a bit of a back seat. When I moved to New York, I rediscovered
stamping through YouTube (Kristina Werner and Jennifer McGuire)
and caught the bug. I started up a blog not long after and took
part in some online challenges, bagging myself a team spot on
AAA Cards, and everything just took off from there, including my
YouTube channel.
3. What is your why?
Crafting gives me a great respite from work and an ability to let
my mind focus on something other than the ’to-do list’, whether
that’s chores, school, work, groceries, etc. It’s nice to just be able to
emboss, stamp, cut - I find it really distracting - in a good way. I also
like to test myself to use products in a different way. Sometimes, I’ll
go with the ‘obvious’ way - especially if I don’t have too much time,
but oftentimes, I like to stare down a product to inspire something
a little different in its
usage. While I do have a
style, I do like to change
it up and go dark and
moody one day, and then
maybe bright and airy the
next. My mood can really
inspire my cards. I also
am literally always looking
at inanimate everyday
objects and seeing cards carpets, building facades,
shampoo bottles… I have
drawn inspiration from
all these things! Any card
Products Used:
maker that shows me new

Just Leaves Die Set, Linear Crossroads Die
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techniques really inspires me - I especially love techniques with
embossing powder and have drawn so much inspiration from Marion
Emberson, and of course, Jennifer McGuire. When I’m creating with
a new medium (or new to me) like Alcohol Markers or watercolor
pencils, I also try and look for cardmakers or YouTubers who use
these in a more simple way that I can learn from and then try to
make it my own. Kathy Racoosin is hugely inspirational to me in how
she adds depth and dimension in her coloring. And my darker cards
and photography are heavily inspired by Yana Smakula who is just a
rockstar.
4. What project has been your favorite or most meaningful to create?
My Polish Papercut 3D dies card that I created for the Altenew 6th
anniversary blog hop is one of my all-time fave cards I’ve created.
Being part of the anniversary hop (for the first time after guesting)
was a huge deal for me, and let me tell you, that card was a labor of
love. I die cut soooo many pieces, I created custom cardstock with inks
and messed around with layout, and oh goodness - it took hours. And
hours. I lost pieces that had to be re-die cut and so on. I love how it
turned out, though, and I have it on the top of my ink shelf with some
of the cards I’m most proud of.
5. How would you describe your personal crafting style?
I never plan ahead on cards - I used to try, but I always felt less
inspired and more mechanical so l like to just sit and look at a stamp
or die set until an inkling of an idea starts and I just start making.
A blank panel of cardstock is always scariest! I think I create pretty
clean-looking cards (not always simple); even when I try to layer lots of
elements, I can’t quite escape that clean look. I LOVE black and darker
cards so I’m always looking for ways to use darker cardstock and add
some drama, and I just love techniques and trying to think of new
ones.
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6. You have lived on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. How has that
influenced the way you personally craft?
I don’t think it’s necessarily influenced my creations (maybe
subconsciously - we Brits can be a little darker - or maybe that’s just
me - so maybe that’s why I lean towards more drama on my cards!)
but it’s definitely influenced my blogging and YouTube. I consciously
try to make sure when I’m narrating or writing up a post that I don’t
throw in too many British colloquialisms or terms that aren’t always
used over here in the US, or if I do, I will try and explain it a bit for
a lighthearted joke. The card making community members on both
sides of the pond are all wonderful (and indeed across the world), and
there are some amazing fellow British cardmakers whose work I love.
7. What is your Altenew story?
I’ve been crafting with Altenew products since the original Vintage
Roses set came out - I grabbed it and just loved it. Layering stamps
were a brand-new thing I seem to remember, and that set and the
sister set that came out were always sold out everywhere! I didn’t have
much of a crafting budget at the time, but whenever Altenew had
a new release, I tried to get a few sets to play with - Striped Florals,
Baby Zoo, Peony Bouquet were some of those early sets I grabbed.
I used to keep a little wish list and check it off. When Build-A-Flower
was released, I started getting those and creating with them - and in
mid 2019, when May’s email asking me to guest design on the August
BAF (the Bellflower) came, you could have heard my happy squeals
down the road!! I’ve created in a guest capacity almost every month
for Altenew since then - first the BAFs, then the Paint-A-Flowers and
stamp releases, then the Craft-A-Flowers and Mini-Delights and
standalone releases. Basically, I love all the things!! I think when you
love creating with a brand personally, it really shows through :) I also
was lucky enough to co-create an Altenew Academy class last year with
LauraJane (Stunningly Styled Stencils - lots of fun stencil techniques!)
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8. What is your all-time favorite Altenew product?
The Altenew Artist’s Watercolor 24 Pan Set is my go to watercolor set.
It is ALWAYS on my desk, along with the Size 3 brush. The Beautiful
Day Stamp Set is one of my all-time favorite stamp sets.
Bonus Question: If you could have your own dream-world craft
room, what would it look like?
It would be huge, with lots of light from windows and enough room
for my daughter and I to craft together but without spilling into each
other’s space and another area for filming my YouTube vids/taking
photos (I have to constantly take down my camera and lighting, as I
create and photograph in the same area). There would be an amazing
recycling system and everything I always need would be within arm’s
reach at all times… and while we’re talking dream-world - a self
cleaning floor to finish!

Products Used: Climber Flowers Die Set, Majestic
Bloom 3D Embossing Folder, Branches and Berries Die
Set, Poppy Arrangement Die Set

Products Used: Craft-A-Flower: Antique Rose Layering
Die Set
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